
Write a diary as Ernest Shackleton 

Long, detailed documentary 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgh_77TtX5I 

Shorter less detailed video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yzq96ZUi7A 

Imagine you are Ernest Shackleton and write a recount of his 

ill-fated expedition. Start at the beginning and then as each 

event unfolds write it as a new paragraph. Remember to tell 

your reader days may have passed between each event 

happening, they make great openers! 

Examples:  

It has been a few weeks now and life has turned for the 

worse……… 

Days, although it felt like months, later my heart was singing 

we had found some land….. 

 

Think about how you feel at the different points in the adventure, some may be good and hopeful others maybe not so good. 

Were you telling the crew the whole truth about surviving or was that just to keep spirits up! A key to diary entries is that you 

are only telling yourself what has happened, how you feel and what you thought so you can be completely honest!  

Remember all the writing skills we have worked on in class and below is a planning grid to help you, use another sheet of paper 

if you feel you need to. 

Planning grid: 

Event Feelings/thoughts Example in diary form 

As he set off on his expedition 
with his men 
 
 

excited, nervous, determined, 
worry 
 
Would we be safe? 
 
How dangerous is then going to be? 
 
What about my crew? 
 
 

There was a nervous excitement in the air when we set 
off. On my face was a look off sheer determination and 
my heart was fluttering with excitement, however a 
small part of me was worried about the unknown 
ahead of us! Would we all return again or would be 
face uncertain peril? At least now I know. 
As the seas grew colder and colder, and the water froze 
to ice, I knew the rewards for such adventure would be 
huge but at the time I wasn’t sure I was prepared for 
the sacrifices I would need to endure! 
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